
 

Premium Travel Mongolia 
 

Premium Travel Mongolia is a 100% Mongolian owned travel boutique run by an all women team 
with a total of 45 years of experience in tourism industry. Nyama and Zola are the founders of the 

company and we offer experiential journeys, authentic cultural tours and luxury adventures in 
Mongolia. 

 

What is your 
organisation’s website? 

www.mongoliatravelmarket.com  

What are the product 
highlights you would 
like to promote? 

Mongolia Premium Adventures.  

We are introducing tailor-made package tours for those looking to explore 

Mongolia with much coziness and hassle-free. These premium tours, with 

a sense of discovery and adventure, are designed to fit each traveler’s 

travel wishes and needs from a 4-day stopover to a multiple week journey 

across this ancient land of nomads. Besides a thoroughly designed tour 

program, we guarantee:  

- “Grade A” local tour guides 

- Luxury hotels in Ulaanbaatar 

- Premium Ger lodges at destinations  

- Superb glamping experiences 

- Comfortable vehicles with AC         

 

If applicable, what is 
another product 
highlight you would like 
to promote? 

Mongolia Photography Tours 

When it comes to photography, this land of blue skies is a photogenic 

country with vast green steppes dotted with Gers, snowcapped 

mountains, high sand dunes, pristine lakes, horses, Golden Eagles and 

friendly nomads. We offer excellent photography tours and workshops 

including Mongolia’s natural and cultural wonders, and our clientele 

include some of the world’s biggest names in photography tourism. Our 

team have travelled extensively, have first-hand knowledge on Mongolia 

and its’ essences, and we plan and deliver meticulously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mongoliatravelmarket.com/


Details & Photos 

Exploring the nomadic culture is one of the highlights of our premium adventures. A couple is learning 
to assemble the Ger – Mongolian traditional dwelling.  
Product: Mongolia Premium Adventures 
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A shaman ritual, Buddhist Tsam masked dance or a mini version of the famous Naadam Festival? 
You name it, we will make it happen for you. In the image, a traveler is posing with artists of Tsam 
Masked dance during his bespoke travel with us in Mongolia.  
Product: Mongolia Premium Adventures 
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We carefully choose the components of all our tours reflecting the traveler’s comfort and needs, local 
specialty and environmentally friendly principles.  
Product: Mongolia Premium Adventures 
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Eagle Huntress Aishoplan and his father Nurgaiv pose with their beloved Golden Eagle during a 
Premium Travel Mongolia photography tour.  
Product: Mongolia Photography Tours 
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The mystical Gobi Desert always attracts avid photographers with its’ beautiful landscape, friendly 
nomadic people and amazing sunsets and sunrises.  
Product: Mongolia Photography Tours 
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Mongolia boasts with several colorful festivals all year around that photographers’ love taking part 
and photographing. In the image, a horseman poses during the Opening Ceremony of Great Naadam 
Festival in July.  
Product: Mongolia Photography Tours 
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